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Abstract 

The integration of obsessive compulsive disorders (OCD) in the Obsessive Compulsive and Related Disorders 

cluster, while emphasizing the centrality of inhibitory control and repetitive behaviors may fail to fully acknowledge 

the existence of significant affective and other cognitive impairments. The objective of this paper is to present 

examples on available gray matter imaging studies and meta-analyses that may help understanding cognitive and 

emotional related factors implicated in OCD. Building on these studies, OCD seems to be a disorder of both 

inhibitory control and emotional regulation. Volumetric and shape abnormalities in different brain territories of the 

prefrontal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, thalamus, striate and cerebellum may contribute to impairments in 

inhibitory control. On the other side, gray matter shape and volume alterations in regions such as the anterior 

cingulate, insula, amygdala and supramarginal gyrus may contribute to difficulties in emotional regulation. Beyond 

this inhibitory control – emotional regulation dichotomy, there are other psychological impairments that may be 

associated with gray matter alterations. For example, difficulties in memory monitoring may be sustained by shape 

and volumetric alterations in the dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex and the hippocampus. Additionally, visual-spatial 

impairments may be explained by gray matter shape and volume alterations in the superior parietal and occipital 

lobes as well as the precuneus. Overall the research confirms changes in volume and shape in multiple cortical and 

subcortical regions that can help explaining the complexity of OCD symptomatology and the diversity of OCD 

endophenotypes. Additionally, the evidence from brain shape anomalies may suggest the additional possibility of 

neurodevelopmental changes associated with the pathogenesis of OCD. 

  

Key-Words: Neuroimaging; Obsessive Compulsive Disorder; Brain Volume; Brain Shape; Inhibitory Control; 

Emotional Regulation. 
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Introduction 

Obsessive compulsive is a complex disorder 

characterized by a diversity of symptoms that involve both 

affective (i.e., intense emotional arousal associated with 

intrusive thoughts of impending danger) and cognitive 

impairments (i.e., difficulties in inhibitory control). While 

the   DSM-IV     (American Psychiatric Association, 2000)  

 

 

emphasized the affective core by classifying OCD among 

anxiety disorders, the new DSM-5 (American Psychiatric 

Association, 2013) underscores the cognitive core, by 

integrating OCD in a new diagnostic cluster characterized 

by impairments in inhibitory control. 
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While initial brain imaging research has brought 

evidence for impairments in inhibitory control pathways, 

more recent methods are suggesting that multiple brain 

alterations may be associated with emotional and other 

cognitive impairments in OCD. Therefore, the objective 

of the current paper is to provide research evidence from 

gray matter morphology imaging studies identifying brain 

abnormalities in OCD that may help understanding 

cognitive and emotional factors implicated in OCD. 

Rather than providing another exhaustive review (c.f., 

Piras et al., 2015), here we intend to build upon available 

research studies and meta-analyses in order to show that 

OCD may be better conceptualized as a disorder of both 

cognitive and emotional regulation. In the context of the 

present article, cognitive regulation refers to the presence 

of executive (i.e., inhibitory control, working memory, and 

cognitive flexibility), memory, and visual-spatial deficits. 

Likewise, the concept of emotional regulation 

encompasses the emotional component present in 

obsessions (i.e., anxiety-evoking obsessions) and the 

motivational component present in compulsions (i.e., 

anxiety reduction compulsion). We start by presenting 

examples of initial findings on volumetric alterations of 

subcortical structures in OCD followed by discussing 

abnormalities in additional regions of the cortico-striatal–

thalamus-cortical (CSTC) pathways. Then, evidence for 

volumetric abnormalities beyond the subcortical regions 

and CSTC pathways are presented. These extended 

volumetric alterations are then discussed with examples of 

studies with a diversity of OCD endophenotypes. Finally, 

examples of results from shape alterations in gray matter 

of OCD patients are presented. 

 

Initial Findings on Volumetric Alteration of 

Subcortical Structures  

The initial neuroanatomic studies conducted with 

OCD patients showed contradictory evidence of 

volumetric changes in subcortical structures, particularly in 

the caudate nucleus. The caudate nucleus is a major basal 

ganglia structure and part of frontal-striatal pathways 

involved in cognitive, emotional and motor regulation 

(Hélie, Ell, & Ashby, 2015). However, these early findings 

failed to be consistent across studies. For example, 

Scarone et al. (1992) carried out a study comparing the 

volume of the caudate nucleus head in patients diagnosed 

with OCD when compared with normal controls.  

Significant volume enlargement of the head of the right 

caudate nucleus was found in OCD, independently of the 

patients’ clinical and demographic characteristics. 

Contrasting with these early reports on volumetric increase 

of the caudate nuclei, a study Robinson et al. (1995) 

comparing OCD with healthy controls, found a decreased 

volume of the caudate nucleus independently of the 

severity or duration of OCD symptoms. Curiously, 

Aylward et al. (1996), using structural MRI failed to show 

volumetry differences between OCD and controls of both, 

the caudate and putamen nuclei. 

 

Volumetric alteration of cortico-striatal–

thalamus-cortical pathways  

Since these early contradictory findings, several 

authors have reported volumetric changes in other cortical 

and subcortical structures that are part of the CSTC 

pathways. CSTC pathways project from the cortex to the 

striatum, to the thalamus (via the globus pallidus) and back 

to the cortex. A discussed previously, distinct CSTC loops 

may be involved in distinct regulatory processes (Milad & 

Rauch, 2012).  

Volumetric alterations in regions associated with 

CSTC pathways have been consistently reported in OCD, 

namely: globus pallidus, thalamus, anterior cingulate and 

orbitofrontal cortex. For example, Szeszko et al. (2004) 

researched volumetric changes of the caudate nucleus, 

putamen, globus pallidus, anterior cingulate  and superior 

frontal gyrus in non-medicated children diagnosed with 

OCD when compared with healthy controls. The authors 

found a significant volumetric decrease in the globus 

pallidus along with nan increase in the anterior cingulate 

in the OCD sample. Interestingly, no significant 

differences were found for the caudate, putamen and 

superior frontal gyrus volumes.  

As discussed above, the orbitofrontal cortex is part of 

CSTC pathways involved in inhibitory control, a function 

that constitutes a core impairment in OCD (J. Fan et al., 

2016). The orbitofrontal cortex was reported altered in 

several studies with OCD patients. For example, changes 

in orbitofrontal cortex volumes were analyzed in an early 

study by Choi et al. (2004) comparing OCD patients with 

a sample of normal controls. As expected, a decrease in 

the volume of the left anterior region of the orbitofrontal 

cortex was found in OCD patients. Interestingly, a recent 

study on the effects of cognitive behavioral therapy 

observed that patients with OCD exhibited volume 

increases in the orbitofrontal after effective treatment 

(Atmaca et al., 2016).   

Several quantitative meta-analyses confirmed OCD 

brain volumetric changes in regions associated with the 

distinct CSTC loops. For example, Rotge et al. (2009) 

conducted the first quantitative meta-analysis of MRI 

studies looking for brain structural abnormalities in OCD 

patients. In this analysis, 14 non voxel-based 

morphometry studies were included. The following brain 

regions were considered: whole brain, intracranial volume 

and gray matter volume, prefrontal cortex, left and right 

anterior cingulate cortex, left and right orbitofrontal 
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cortex, left and right thalamus volumes, left and right 

putamen, total, left, and right caudate nucleus. The results 

of this meta-analysis showed a significantly volumetric 

decrease in the left anterior cingulate and bilateral 

orbitofrontal cortices as well as a reliable increase of the 

thalamus in OCD patients. Finally, meta-regression 

analyses showed that the effects-sizes on thalamus volume 

were partially predicted by symptom severity as measured 

by the Yale-Brown Obsessive-Compulsive Scale (Y-

BOCS). As mentioned before, the thalamus is a core relay 

structure in all the CSTC loops described above and may 

play an integrative role between these segregated pathways 

accomplishing a mutual regulations between motor, 

cognitive and affective components (Haber & Calzavara, 

2009). Moreover, decrease of the anterior cingulate 

volume may be associated with alterations of the 

emotional regulatory pathways projecting from the 

anterior cingulate and ventromedial prefrontal cortex to 

the accumbens, thalamus and back to the cortex (Gianaros 

& Wager, 2015).   

The existence of alterations of CSTC pathways 

illustrated by volumetric abnormalities in the left anterior 

cingulate, orbitofrontal cortex (i.e., reduced volume) and 

the thalamus (i.e., increased volume) reported in this first 

meta- analysis, was further explored in a study carried out 

by Rotge, Dilharreguy, et al. (2009) in which the 

relationship between thalamus and orbitofrontal and 

anterior cingulated volumes was analyzed in a sample of 

OCD patients and healthy controls. As anticipated, in 

OCD patients, but not in the healthy controls, 

orbitofrontal volume was negatively correlated with the 

thalamus volume. However, no significant relationship was 

found between thalamic and anterior cingulate volumes in 

either OCD patients and controls. Similar findings were 

reported in review of studies with pediatric populations, 

showing evidence for CSTC pathways abnormalities 

(Huyser, Veltman, de Haan, & Boer, 2009).  

In a second meta-analysis, Radua and Mataix-Cols 

(2009) analyzed twelve studies comparing OCD and 

healthy controls using whole-brain voxel based 

morphometry. OCD patients were found to have 

significant volume increases in gray matter in the lenticular 

nucleus (particularly ventral anterior putamen but with 

extensions also to the caudate), confirming abnormalities 

in subcortical regions associated with two distinct CSTC 

loops: dorsolateral-caudate-thalamus-cortex and 

orbitofrontal-putamen-thalamus-cortex. On the contrary, 

OCD patients exhibited significant decreases of gray 

matter in dorsal medial frontal/anterior cingulate gyri, with 

extensions to the supplemental motor area and frontal eye 

fields, affecting still a third CSTC loop (anterior cingulate-

accumbens-thalamus-cortex). Finally, and most 

interestingly, the authors also observed a significant 

increase in right superior parietal lobe gray matter, 

particularly evident in patients without comorbid 

depression. This is indeed the first meta-analysis 

confirming morphological changes in areas outside these 

pathways, namely the right superior parietal lobe, a brain 

region that has been traditionally associated with attention 

and visual-spatial processing (Wang et al., 2015). 

Summing up, extensive research shows the existence 

of gray matter volumetric alterations in CSTC territories 

associated with regulation of motor, cognitive and 

emotional processes. More recently, new research 

evidence suggests more extensive structural volumetric 

abnormalities in regions outside these pathways. We will 

turn now to discussing examples of this evidence. 

 

Volumetric Abnormalities beyond the CSTC 

Loops  

The finding of morphometric abnormalities in regions 

outside the CSTC loops was further confirmed in another 

meta-analysis of voxel-based morphometry studies carried 

out by Rotge et al. (2010).  Included in this meta-analysis 

were ten studies using voxel-based morphometry 

comparing OCD with healthy controls. Consistent with 

previous analysis, the authors confirmed gray matter 

alterations in orbitofrontal-basal ganglia pathways in OCD 

patients (e.g., basal ganglia, lateral orbitofrontal cortex, 

superior frontal gyrus, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and 

medial frontal gyrus). Again, and most interesting, 

significant smaller gray matter was found in a region of the 

parietal cortex – the supramarginal gyrus. This gyrus is 

thought to be involved in complex visual processing tasks 

(i.e., reading) as well as mental simulation of anticipated 

events (Schacter, Addis, & Buckner, 2007). This finding of 

volumetric alterations in the supramarginal gyrus may 

contribute to the overestimation of negative consequences 

of anticipated events frequently found in OCD patients 

(Exner, Zetsche, Lincoln, & Rief, 2014).  

Using a different method (signed differential mapping 

meta-analysis), Peng et al. (2012) looked at alterations of 

gray and white matter in voxel based and diffusion studies 

with OCD. The authors confirmed reduced gray matter in 

several frontal regions (frontal eye fields, medial frontal 

gyrus, anterior cingulate cortex) along with increases in 

several subcortical nuclei (lenticular, caudate). Again, and 

consistently with Radua and Mataix-Cols (2009) review, a 

region of the superior parietal lobe was found also to have 

increased gray matter volume. 

Atmaca (2011), in a qualitative of review of structural 

neuroimaging studies, confirmed the involvement of 

orbitofrontal cortex and thalamus regions but point also 

that volumetric alterations of hippocampus-amygdala 

regions are particularly present in refractory obsessive-

compulsive disorder. These alterations of the amygdala-

hippocampus complex may be associated with 
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impairments in emotional and memory processing. In 

fact, functional  studies  reported  abnormal  activations  of  

the amygdala in OCD patients, particularly in the case of 

aggression/checking and sexual/religious symptoms (Via et 

al., 2014). Volumetric alterations in the hippocampus may 

contribute to impairments in the processing of contextual 

cues in memory tasks (Olson et al., 2016). 

Two more recent meta-analyses confirmed some of 

same gray matter alterations in OCD presented above.  In 

what was probably the largest multicenter voxel based 

morphometry mega-analysis ever carried out, de Wit et al. 

(2014) looked at both gray and white matter volumes in 

OCD patients (n=412) and healthy controls (n=368) taking 

advantage of the “International OCD Brain Imaging 

Consortium” databases. The authors found significant 

reductions in gray matter in OCD patients in several 

regions of the frontal cortex (i.e., inferior frontal cortex 

and anterior insula; dorsomedial prefrontal cortex and 

anterior cingulate). An increased gray matter volume was 

observed on the cerebellum of OCD patients. The 

authors interpreted this last finding in terms of the role of 

the cerebellum in cognitive and emotional regulatory 

processes and its functional connection with CSTC 

pathways. Alteration in the cerebellum can thus be seen as 

additional contributions to the prevalence of self-

regulatory impairments in OCD. 

Another recent review of voxel-based morphometry 

studies by Piras et al. (2015) confirms widespread gray 

matter changes in OCD. Eighteen studies were reviewed 

with a total of 511 OCD patients and 504 healthy controls. 

The authors point out that, besides the typical volumetric 

alterations described in studies and reviews reported 

above, there is a progressive emergence of volumetric 

reductions in other regions such as dorsal medial frontal 

cortex along with morphological alterations in the 

temporal, parietal and occipital regions.  

All together several volumetric abnormalities were 

found in regions within and outside the CSTC loops 

which may contribute to the impairments of several 

psychological functions in OCD, namely: (1) volumetric 

abnormalities in the thalamus, orbitofrontal cortex, striate 

and cerebellum which may play an important role in 

executive and inhibitory control impairments; (2) volume 

alterations in the anterior cingulate, supramarginal gyrus 

and the amygdala may contribute to difficulties in 

emotional regulation; (3) volume changes in the 

hippocampus and the dorsolateral cortex are potentially 

associated with memory alterations; (4) finally, volume 

abnormalities the superior parietal and occipital lobes may 

contribute to deficits in visual-spatial processing. 

 

Gray matter volumetric alterations and symptom 

dimensions in OCD 

 Despite the wide consensus on the alteration 

of the frontal-subcortical structures, the data remains 

somehow inconsistent across the different studies. Part of 

these inconsistencies may be due to the different 

segmentation techniques used (Despotović et al., 2015). 

However, another possibility is that the inconsistencies 

may be due to the symptomatic heterogeneity present in 

OCD (Markarian et al., 2010). In other words, the 

question is to know if the different subtypes of OCD (e.g., 

contamination; harming; symmetry/ordering; pure 

obsessions; hoarding) are associated with specific 

structural alterations.  

Pujol et al. (2004) did one of the first studies trying to 

map different structural changes in different OCD 

subtypes. Using a voxel-based morphometry approach, 

the authors compared the differences in gray matter 

density in OCD when compared with healthy controls. 

OCD patients were assessed in five symptomatic 

dimensions: symmetry/ordering, hoarding, 

contamination/cleaning, aggressive/checking, and 

sexual/religious. Consistent with the reviews reported 

above, the authors found reductions in prefrontal 

structures (medial frontal, orbitofrontal, and left inferior 

insulo-opercular), along with increases in the subcortical 

regions (ventral striatum) and the anterior cerebellum. 

However, no overall differences in the different regions 

described above were associated with the five symptomatic 

dimensions. However, OCD patients with higher scores 

on the aggressive/checking dimension had significant 

volumetric reductions in the right amygdala.  

Building on these early findings, a subsequent voxel-

based morphometry study by Gilbert et al. (2008) 

compared gray matter volume in OCD patients and 

matched healthy controls, using, this time, the Obsessive-

Compulsive Inventory – Revised (Abramowitz & Deacon, 

2006), classifying patients in one of the following 

symptomatic conditions: washing, checking, hoarding, and 

ordering. As in previous studies, there were significant 

gray matter reductions in prefrontal regions (e.g., BA9, 

BA6, BA46, and BA8). For the first time volumetric 

increases in midbrain structures (which may help sustain 

alterations of the monoaminergic systems) were shown.  It 

is important to note that these changes were significantly 

associated with the degree of symptom severity. More 

important for the current discussion, some symptomatic 

dimensions were related with different neuroanatomic 

changes. More specifically, patients with prominent 

washing symptoms showed significant reductions in the 

posterior right frontal lobe. Additionally, a slight 

association was reported between hoarding and the 

posterior left frontal lobe. As pointed out by the authors, 

these posterior frontal regions are mostly involved in 

complex motor coordination and may help explain the 
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repetitive compulsive behavior so characteristic in both 

washers and hoarders.  

Later, a study by Van Den Heuvel et al. (2009) using 

voxel-based morphometry, brought new evidence of the 

neuroanatomical changes associated with different 

symptomatic dimensions in OCD patients. In this study, 

medication-free OCD patients were compared with age-

matched healthy controls in terms of global a regional gray 

and white matter volumetry. Additionally, the study 

analyzed the relationship between neuroanatomic 

structural changes and OCD symptomatic dimensions 

(i.e., contamination/washing; harm/checking; 

symmetry/ordering). The authors found that, in spite of 

the absence of significant differences between OCD and 

controls in terms of overall gray and white matter volumes, 

OCD patients presented decreased regional gray matter in 

several frontal regions (left lateral orbitofrontal, left 

inferior frontal cortex, left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, 

bilateral medial prefrontal cortex) along with white matter 

changes (bilateral prefrontal lobes). For the purpose of the 

present review we will restrict our discussion to gray matter 

changes. In the OCD group, the study found that regional 

gray matter was negatively correlated with the following 

symptomatic dimensions: contamination/washing (bilateral 

caudate); harm/checking (bilateral temporal); 

symmetry/ordering (bilateral parietal). Interesting to note 

the association found between neuroanatomic changes 

and symptomatic dimensions, suggesting that the dorsal 

caudate may be associated with the lack of control over 

washing compulsions, bilateral anterior temporal lobe 

atrophy may explain difficulties in memory monitoring 

common in checking rituals and, finally, parietal cortex 

impairment may underlie some attentional and visual-

spatial processes in symmetry/ordering symptoms.   

A study by Subirà et al. (2013) explored the 

association of gray matter volumetric alterations  with two 

distinct categories of OCD patients: autogenous 

obsessions (i.e., aggressive, sexual or religious obsessions) 

and reactive obsessions (i.e., contamination, errors, 

accidents or symmetry). The authors showed that, 

compared with healthy controls, both groups of patients 

had decreased volumetry in the middle temporal gyrus (a 

finding consistent with data from patients with 

harm/checking OCD symptoms). More interesting 

however, reactive patients differed from healthy controls 

by showing increased volumes in bilateral putamen. 

Contrastingly, the autogenous cohort had a significantly 

volume decrease in the anterior temporal lobe, when 

compared with healthy controls. This data may suggest 

that, while reactive obsessions are more associated with 

inhibitory control functions, autogenous obsessions may 

involve impairments in high-level cognition, such as 

memory monitoring and semantic processing.  

The fact that different types of symptomatic 

expressions in OCD are associated with very specific gray 

matter alteration is also well illustrated in a recent study by 

Subirà et al. (2015). The authors showed that patients with 

sensory phenomenon symptoms (i.e., uncomfortable 

bodily sensations preceding or accompanying repetitive 

rituals) had an increased gray matter density in the 

bilateral medial sensorimotor cortex. This finding is 

consistent with studies showing hyperexcitability of the 

sensorimotor cortex in OCD patients (Russo et al., 2014).  

Also, a recent study by Segalàs et al. (2014) looked for 

gray matter changes in OCD patients associated with 

alterations of olfactory processing (i.e., detection 

threshold, discrimination, and identification). The study 

showed that OCD patients had significantly gray matter 

increases in the left anterior cingulate and left orbitofrontal 

cortex. Significant positive correlations were found 

between the volume of the left anterior cingulate and odor 

detection threshold as well as between volume in the left 

orbitofrontal cortex and odor identification errors. 

Interestingly, both of these brain regions are involved in 

olfactory processing suggesting, once again, the association 

between symptomatic characteristics and volumetric 

alteration in OCD. 

On another interesting study Alonso et al. (2013) 

reported initial evidence that the prevalence of 

dysfunctional beliefs (e.g., perfectionism/intolerance to 

uncertainty; overimportance/need to thought control) may 

be explained by volumetric decreases in the anterior 

temporal lobe. This data is consistent with the volumetric 

alterations observed in patients with autogenous 

obsessions.  

Summarizing, there is increased evidence that specific 

volumetric alterations in gray matter in OCD may be 

symptom specific. The findings reported above, with 

patients from different OCD subgroups, suggest that 

alterations in gray matter volume in specific brain regions 

may sustain characteristic impairments. Starting from the 

more general to the more specific: (1) reactive obsessions 

showed increased volumes in putamen (a region 

associated with inhibitory control functions) while 

autogenous obsessions are associated with volumetric 

decreases in the anterior temporal lobe (regions sustaining 

memory updating and semantic processing); (2) gray 

matter volumes were reported to be negatively correlated 

with the contamination/washing (bilateral caudate – lack of 

inhibitory control); harm/checking (bilateral temporal – 

memory monitoring); symmetry/ordering (bilateral 

parietal – attentional and visual spatial processes); (3) 

specific symptoms present in some patients are associated 

with volumetric gray matter alteration in regions relevant 

to the type of specific processing required (e.g. increased 

gray matter in the medial sensorimotor cortex for sensory 
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phenomenon symptoms; increased volume of the left 

anterior cingulate and orbitofrontal cortex associated with 

impairments in olfactory processing; decreased anterior 

temporal lobe gray matter associated with predominance 

of dysfunctional beliefs). 

Gray Matter Shape Alterations in OCD 

We have been showing data demonstrating the 

existence of changes in the volume of several 

neuroanatomic gray matter structures in OCD patients, 

particularly in the CSTC regions, but also with growing 

evidence for the involvement of more posterior structures, 

such as temporal, parietal and even cerebellar regions, 

along with regions of the medial temporal lobe (e.g. 

amygdala and hippocampus). The gray matter 

abnormalities assessed with voxel based morphometry 

methods can be influenced by shape alterations. 

Therefore, it may be relevant to look for differences in 

shape between OCD patients and matched healthy 

controls. Important to note that shape alterations are 

consider a reliable indication of abnormal brain 

development, and may contribute to understand the 

possible neurodevelopmental roots of OCD.  

A good marker for the identification of brain shape 

difference is the study of anomalies in cortical folding as 

expressed by the gyrification index (ratio between the 

inner and outer contours). A study by Wobrock et al. 

(2010) compared the level of cortical folding (using an 

automated gyrification index) of the prefrontal cortex in 

OCD when compared with healthy controls. Several 

results of this study are worthy of mentioning here. First, a 

significant hypogyrification was found in the left prefrontal 

cortex of OCD patients with a tendency for an equivalent 

hypogyrification on the right prefrontal cortex. Second, 

and contrasting with healthy controls, no significant 

correlations were found between volume and gyrification 

of the prefrontal cortex in OCD patients. Both of these 

results, even though preliminary, may point that brain 

shape changes, as assessed by the level of cortical folding 

of the frontal cortex, may constitute brain markers for 

OCD. 

Alteration of gyrification patterns were also found in a 

study by Shim, Jung, Choi, and Jung (2009) analyzing the 

sulcus morphology in the anterior cingulate cortex regions 

(i.e., the paracingulate and cingulate sulci) in OCD 

compared with normal controls. The authors found initial 

evidence for the existence of a less developed 

paracingulate sulcus in the left hemisphere in OCD 

patients. Likewise, more recently, Q. Fan et al. (2013) 

studying gyrification, along with thickness and surface 

changes, in unmedicated OCD patients and healthy 

controls, observed that OCD patients had an increase of 

gyrification in the left insula, left middle frontal and left 

lateral occipital regions and the parietal regions of the 

precuneus and right supramarginal gyrus. 

Further evidence of frontal-basal ganglia shape 

abnormalities was reported in a study of (Pujol et al., 

2011) using a two-dimensional morphometric approach 

with a large sample of OCD patients and healthy controls. 

Comparisons of the distance between different frontal and 

basal ganglia structures to the anterior commissure (medial 

frontal; anterior lateral frontal; anterior insula and 

caudate) revealed deformations in OCD patients of the 

anterior-posterior dimensions of both frontal and basal 

ganglia along with a frontal opercula displacement.  

The finding of shape abnormalities on selected 

subcortical structures was also reported in several studies. 

For example, J. S. Choi et al. (2007) examined shape 

changes of the three structures of the striatum (caudate 

nucleus; putamen; globus pallidus) in obsessive 

compulsive patients when compared with healthy controls. 

The authors observed that OCD patients exhibited 

significant shape bilateral outward abnormalities in the 

superior and anterior portion of the caudate nucleus 

(more evident on the right side). Additionally, significant 

outward deformities were also found in the inferior, lateral 

region of the left putamen. As remarked by the authors, 

these shape deformities seem to affect areas linked with 

the cognitive associative function of the striatum (i.e., 

anterior caudate) as well as the emotional limbic 

connections (i.e., inferior putamen) and motor executive 

control (i.e., posterior putamen), that may underlie 

cognitive, emotional and motor deficits in OCD. 

Recently, Kubota et al. (2016) also reported alterations 

of shape in the putamen region were also. In a study with 

a group of healthy participants, the authors correlated 

putamen shape and volume with the Maudsley Obsessive 

Compulsive Inventory (MOCI). The authors found a 

significant association between MOCI scores and 

hypertrophy of the anterior region of bilateral putamen. In 

another study, Kang et al. (2008) researched alterations in 

thalamus shape morphology in OCD patients when 

compared with schizophrenic patients and healthy 

matched controls. Even though no significant volumetric 

changes were found for the OCD group, there was 

evidence that patients with OCD exhibited abnormalities 

in the shape of the anterior lateral right thalamus and the 

posterior left thalamus. Additionally, a decreased 

asymmetry of the pulvinar nucleus region was found in 

OCD patients. As suggested by the authors, the thalamic 

shape deformities are probably related with difficulties in 

behavior inhibition (ventral anterior and ventral lateral 

thalamus) and attention and working memory (pulvinar 

nucleus).  These changes in the shape of subcortical 

structures are consistent with the recent findings reported 

by (Shaw et al., 2015) on surface expansions in striatal and 

thalamic regions both in OCD and unaffected high genetic 

risk siblings. 
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Consistent with data from volumetric studies, initial 

evidence for the existence of shape deformities in areas 

outside the CSTC pathways were also reported in a study 

by Hong et al. (2007). In this study, the authors analyzed 

hippocampus shape in OCD patients and matched 

healthy controls and found bilateral  deformities  in  OCD  

 

patients, particularly the anterior portion (superior surface 

inward deformity and an inferior surface outward 

deformity). These data, along with the absence of a 

ignificant positive correlation with volume changes, brings 

initial evidence that some of neurocognitive findings such 

as visual-spatial memory impairments may be independent 

from alterations related to the CSTC network. 

Putting together the data from shape analysis in OCD 

we may conclude that, consistent with volumetric studies, 

shape alterations were reported in regions within and 

outside CSTC loops. These results help explaining the 

complexity and diversity of OCD symptoms, more 

specifically: (1) alterations of gyrification in the prefrontal 

cortex (possible association with executive impairments), 

insula (possible associations with embodied emotional 

processing), anterior cingulate (possible association with 

emotional regulation), supramarginal gyrus (possible 

association with mental anticipation), and occipital cortex 

(possible association with visual spatial processing); (2) 

shape abnormalities in the striatum (anterior caudate – 

possible association with cognitive regulation; inferior 

putamen – possibly associated with emotional regulation;   

 

and   posterior   putamen   –   possible   associations   with 

executive control); thalamic region (ventral anterior and 

ventral lateral thalamus – possible associations with 

inhibitory control deficits; pulvinar nucleus – possible 

associations with attention and working memory 

impairments), and hippocampus (possible associations 

with contextual and visual spatial memory). 

 

Conclusion 

The research on gray matter morphological alterations 

in OCD confirms changes in volume and shape of gray 

matter in areas associated with the CSTC pathways, 

particularly dorsolateral cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, 

anterior cingulate, thalamus and striate. However, there is 

increased evidence for the involvement of regions outside 

these pathways, such as several regions of the parietal 
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Figure 1. Relationship between morphological alterations in gray matter and OCD major symptomatic dimensions (green – volumetric 

abnormalities; blue – shape abnormalities; red – psychological dimensions). 
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cortex as well as amygdala, hippocampus and cerebellum. 

The neuroanatomical involvement of multiple cortical and 

subcortical regions can help to explain not only the 

complexity of OCD symptomatology but also the diversity 

of OCD endophenotypes. Data on volumetric and shape 

changes in different OCD endophenotypes is not 

systematically documented, so it would be important for 

future studies to evaluate specific alterations according to 

type of OCD symptoms and also patients’ clinical features. 

Additionally, the evidence from brain shape anomalies, 

while confirming data from volumetric studies, suggests 

the additional possibility of neurodevelopmental changes 

associated with the pathogenesis of OCD.  

Previous critical reviews have discussed the 

relationship between cognitive functioning and OCD gray 

matter alterations (Menzies et al., 2008). Here we show 

that these gray matter abnormalities are present in brain 

regions associated with a diversity of cognitive and 

emotional processes.  The findings discussed above are 

consistent with a recent review showing that compulsivity, 

as illustrated in OCD, is associated with structural 

abnormalities in brain networks sustaining emotional, 

cognitive, and motor functioning (Van den Heuvel et al., 

2016).  

Figure 1 tries to capture the association between 

volumetric and shape alterations and some OCD 

psychological features, listing the most obvious 

connections (green – volumetric abnormalities; blue – 

shape abnormalities; red – psychological dimensions). 

Volumetric and shape abnormalities in different brain 

territories of the prefrontal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, 

thalamus, striate and cerebellum may contribute to 

impairments in inhibitory control. On the other side, gray 

matter shape and volume alterations in regions such as the 

anterior cingulate, insula, amygdala and supramarginal 

gyrus may sustain difficulties in emotional regulation. 

Beyond this inhibitory control – emotional regulation 

dichotomy, there are other psychological impairments that 

may be explained by gray matter alterations reported here. 

For example, difficulties in memory monitoring may be 

associated with shape and volumetric alterations in the 

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the hippocampus 

respectively. Additionally, visual-spatial impairments often 

reported in OCD may be, at least partially, explained by 

gray matter shape and volume alterations in the superior 

parietal and occipital lobe as well as the precuneus. 

Needless to say that not infrequently, the same brain 

region may be involved in several psychological 

dimensions. For example, the cerebellum seems to 

contribute both to inhibitory control and emotional 

regulation, while, for instance to supramarginal gyrus or 

the precuneus play important roles in both visual spatial 

processing and emotional regulation. Additionally, there is 

now abundant functional evidence for the interaction 

between different brain networks in OCD (Göttlich, 

Krämer, Kordon, Hohagen, & Zurowski, 2014).  

Concluding, and building on gray matter evidence, 

OCD seems to be a disorder of both cognitive and 

emotional regulation. This conclusion is consistent with 

evidence from white matter (Koch, Reess, Rus, Zimmer, 

& Zaudig, 2014) and functional studies (Del Casale et al., 

2011). While there is now some evidence for the 

relationship between specific cognitive and emotional 

impairments and specific OCD clinical features (e.g., 

memory – compulsive checking), future studies should 

better clarified the direction of this causality (Radomsky, 

Dugas, Alcolado, & Lavoie, 2014). The challenge for 

future research is to integrate multimodal neuroimaging 

methods in order to provide an integrated model for the 

multiplicity of psychological impairments in OCD. A final 

comment to note that the first line psychotherapeutic 

treatment for OCD involves two strategies intended to 

deal with each of those mechanisms present in OCD - 

Exposure and Response/Ritual Prevention. While 

exposure involves confronting patients with symptom 

provoking stimuli with the objective of regulating 

emotional expression, response/ritual prevention is 

intended to enhance inhibitory control (Arch & 

Abramowitz, 2015). The research reported above brings 

neuroscience support for this approach, while pointing out 

to the need of attending to other domains beyond inhibit 

control (e.g., memory; visual-spatial processing) and fear 

processing (e.g., disgust, shame). Additionally, evidence of 

regional gray matter alterations associated with specific 

OCD symptoms may contribute to better guide the targets 

for invasive (Alonso et al., 2015) and non invasive brain 

stimulation (Pedapati et al., 2015) as well as for 

neuromodulation via real time fMRI (Buyukturkoglu et 

al., 2015). 
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